Installation
Guide

Preparation
1.
2.
3.
4.

Use the tape to frame your ESCREO area.
Use the protective cover to avoid dust and paint spills.
Smooth the surface with the sanding block.
Use the gloves and, if possible, eye protection.
Watch our video tutorials in
ESCREO YouTube Channel.

ESCREO White/Clear
/Apply the paint no later than 2 hours
after mixing the 2 components/
1. Open the tins with the tin opener
carefully.
2. Use the stir to mix the 2 components
for 5 min.
3. Pour half of the mixture into the tray.
4. Close the rest of the paint in the tin.
5. Apply the 1st layer evenly with paint
roller/brush.
6. Wait min. 30 min. and max. 45 min.
7. Apply the 2nd layer and proceed to
“Wrap-up!” section.
8. After mixing the two components DO
NOT leave the mixture with a closed lid
for more than 2 HOURS. If not applied up
to 2 hours and let closed, it might pop up.

Primer
/Тo change the colour of the surface or
after Magnito/
1. Use the extra tray and a paint roller
sleeve to apply the 1st layer.
2. Wait between 30 and 60 min.
3. Apply the 2nd layer.
4. Wait between 30 and 60 min.
5. Proceed to “ESCREO White/Clear”
section.

ESCREO Magnito
/1 extra day for the application process/
1. Stir well the Magnito.
2. Use the extra paint tray/roller to apply
the 1st layer.
3. Wait 30 min.
4. Apply the 2nd layer.
5. Wait 45 min.
6. Apply the 3rd layer.
7. Wait 60 min.
8. Apply the 4th layer.
9. Remove the tape.
10. Wait for 12 hrs.
11. Smooth the surface with the sanding block
in straight motions.
12. Proceed to “Primer” section.

Wrap up!
/NB! Start writing in 3 days after the paint
is dry/
1. Make sure the paint is distributed evenly.
2. Remove the painting tape.
3. Place the “Wet Paint” sign.
4. Let it dry for 3 days before using the wall.
5. Check the other side for maintenance
guidеlines.
6. Put the "Write on me" sticker on the dry
ESCREO wall.

